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Abstract
As the proliferation of the Internet, especially World Wide
Web, numerous information resources have been
constructed. The characteristics of information resources
on the Internet are that the information resources are
distributed, autonomous, and heterogeneous. Moreover
each information resource has its own query method,
data representation, and schema structure.
The
integration of information resources is one of the most
important research issues in the Internet data
management.
The task of information resources
integration system is to answer queries that require
extracting and combining data from multiple information
sources. In this paper, we propose an XML-based
Mediation Framework(XMF) for integrating the Internet
information resources.

1. Introduction
As the huge amount of information is accumulated on
the Internet, the Internet emerges as the largest database.
However, the Internet information resources are various
according to the type of information resources that they
maintain and the interface that they provide. Moreover,
the only way to integrate data from the multiple sites is to
build specialized applications by hand because the
information of each resource is usually described in
HTML on the Internet environment.
The main problem in integrating Internet resources,
that is, is heterogeneity. Each site has the different
semantic, structure, schema, and data model. In the field
*

of database, Multi-database System(MDS)[1] that enables
the utilization of a complete functionality of database
integration was used in early stage. But the drawback of
the MDS is that the MDS provides an integration method
that only integrates data in databases. However recent
integration requirements on the Internet are extended to
integrate not only database but also data produced by
Internet applications. A true sense of information
integration is a seamless integration of database and
Internet application data at the same time.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for
integrating Internet information resources named
XMF(XML-based Mediation Framework), which adopts
the mediator-wrapper architecture[2][3] to provide the
end user with an integrated view of the underlying
information sources.
To resolve the heterogeneity
problem, XMF uses the Internet open standards. First,
XMF describes the information resources and mapping
rules in XML[4]. XMF solves the problem of schematic
conflict with XMF mapping rules. XMF supports the
integration of various kinds of information resources and
dynamic management of global schema information in
XML. Second, XMF’s wrappers support well-known
protocols such as HTTP and JDBC. Third, XMF uses
XPath[5] as a query language because integrated result of
XMF is an XML document.
In the remaining part of this paper, we introduce the
features and architecture of XMF in Section 2. The
mediation rule language and the query language of XMF
are proposed in Section 3. In Section 4, we identify the
comparison aspects and make a comparison between
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XMF and other mediators. Finally, we present the
conclusion and future works in Section 5.

2. XMF Architecture
Figure 1 illustrates the layered architecture of XMF.
XMF is composed of three layers, i.e. Application Layer,
Mediation Layer, and Resource Layer. Various Internet
information resources take their position in the Resource
Layer. DBMSs, Search Engines, file systems, and
applications on WWW are the examples of the Internet
information resources.
XMF Wrapper is a module for extracting data from
each Internet information resource and converting into
XML instances. Each wrapper has one-to-one mapping

Application
Layer

Web Browser

relationship with each information resource in the
resource layer. The Wrapper does not need to run on the
same platform with the mediator.
Mediator in mediation layer is a module for
information resource integration. The mediator controls
each wrapper. The mediator provides own program
library, which support API of XMF. Programmers can
make the client program using the XMF Library with
Java Language.
The uppermost layer is the application layer in XMF
architecture. Web browsers and any kinds of user
interfaces of XMF can be built on the XMF Library in the
application layer. And XMF mapper™ that performs
integration rule generation between global schema and
local schema is also at the application layer.
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XMF Wrapper

WWW Server

DBMS
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CGI
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Figure 1. Layered architecture of XMF

2.1. Mediator
Figure 2 shows the detail block diagram of mediator.
Mediator is composed of a Query Processor, a Result
Integrator, and a XMR Handler. The Query Processor is
in charge of receiving, analyzing, and decomposing
global queries into deliverable forms for wrappers. At
first, query processor tests the user query for query
conformance test with stored global schema. After that,
the main role of query processor is generating the sub-

query, and distributing the sub-query to appropriate
wrapper.
The function of Result Handler is receiving the XML
data, which are the results from each sub-query,
constructing the XML tree, integrating the tree by Rule
Processor, and eliminating the duplicated nodes. And then,
Result Handler checks the validity of the result with
global schema, and returns the result to the application
layer.
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Figure 2. Mediator Architecture
The XMR Handler is the metadata management
module. The XMR means XMF Mediation Rules include
wrapper location information, user id, password, global
and local schema, and the relationship between global
schema and local schema. Resource Map Table, TypeID
Table, Function Table is the main table for managing the
metadata. If user wants to use XMF, user constructs the
map information using XMF mapper, which is the
visualization tool for generating the map information.
After generating the mapping rule information, XMR
handler manages the map information for query processor,
result integrator, and user application.

WWW information resources, and Type 3, 4 are wrappers
for the integrating of DBMS information resources. The
reason of why XMF supports various wrapper types is
that there are many types of information systems on the
Internet and each information system has the
characteristics in querying usage, result format, and
connection method.
Sub Query(XPath)

XML

XMR Handler

2.2. Wrapper
The main function of Wrapper is to translate the subquery into local query according to its information
resource management system and to transform the local
result into XML data format. The Wrapper is composed
of Query Translator, Result Translator, and XMR Handler.
The role of Query Translator is receiving the query
from the mediator, generating the local query for local
information resource management system, and
transmitting the query to local resource management
systems. The local information resource management
system returns the query result with its proprietary format.
Result Translator in Wrapper harmonizes the result as
XML format. After generating the result with XML
format, wrapper checks results against the XML syntax.
XMF supports the five types of wrappers as shown in
Table 1. Type 1, 2, 5 are wrappers for integrating of

XMR registry

Local Query

Native Result

Information Resource Management System
(DBMS, WWW)

Figure 3. Wrapper Architecture
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Table 1. Wrapper types of XMF

Information
Resources
Protocol
Query Type
Result Format

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Type 5

WWW

WWW

DBMS

DBMS

WWW

HTTP
Query String

HTTP
Query String

JDBC
SQL

HTTP
Xpath

HTML

XML

JDBC
SQL
Database
Result

XML

XML

3. XMF Mediation Rules
XMF overcomes heterogeneity of data models, DBMS
types and platforms by using XML on the Internet. The
reason why we use XML is that it provides the common
data-modeling framework of heterogeneous information
integration, and interoperability between applications.
Furthermore, XML supports the separation of content,
structure, and presentation. The mediator based on XML
in XMF can easily integrate the data, and users of XMF
can access information transparently without having to
know what software and hardware platform are resided
and without having to know where it is located.

R1 is represented by the book author’s full name, and the
author information of R2 is divided into first name and
last name, and the price unit of R1 is Korean Won(₩)
and R2 is Dollar($). And more, R2 has the information of
category, but R1 has not.
Because all of books
information in R1 is related to computer and default
category of R1 is the ‘Computer’.
In XMF, wrapper makes it possible that each on-line
bookstore can be considered as a XML repository. Each
wrapper of bookstore understands the XMF queries and
returns the results in XML format as shown in Figure 5,
which shows the query results of each wrapper and the
results are similar but the structures are different.
Wrapper1 (Resource1)

Mediator

<Books>
<Book ISBN=“1-800-32-31345”>
<title>Database</title>
<Author>Kangchan Lee</Author>
<Price unit=“₩”>15000</Price>
<eval>2</eval>
<Category>Computer</Category>

Wrapper1
(type 2)

Wrapper2
(type 3)

Resource 1
(Web)

Resource 2
(database)
BOOK

Author

ISBN

ISBN

</Book>
...
</Books>

Wrapper2 (Resource2)

Title

Category

Price

Eval

FN

LN

Figure 4. XMF Usage Environment
In this section, we show an example of integrating
distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous on-line
bookstore on the Internet. Let suppose that there are two
on-line bookstores. For convenience, we illustrate the
XMF environment in Figure 4 and name each bookstore
R1(Resource1) and R2(Resource2). Although R1 and R2
contain the book information, the data structures and units
are different. Let’s assume that the author information of

<products>
<Book title=“XML Bible”>
<isbn>1-800-47-12121</isbn>
<authors>
<author><fn>Bob</fn>
<ln>Roy</ln></author>
</authors>
<price>25</price>
<evaluation>A</evaluation>
<Book>
...
</products>

Figure 5. The Result of Wrapper
For the integration of the result of the wrapper, XMF
utilize XMR(XMF Mediation Rule), which defines
mapping information between global schema and local
schema. XMR consists of three consecutive blocks: (i)
data registry block contains access method (resource
name, location information, ID, password) description for
local information system, user-defined function for
resolving the semantic conflict, (ii) schema definition
block has the information of global/local schema
represented in DTD, XML schema, and (iii) relationship
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information between global schema and local schemas are
in mapping rule block.
Figure 6 is an example of XMF mediation rule for
integrating the Internet information resources in Figure 4.
The XMR consists of a main element, xmr, and the
subelements registry, schemas, and maps, etc.
These subelements in turn contain other subelements such
as integrate, source, dest, schema, and map.
Integrating resources are defined using the integrate
element and such definitions typically contain a set of
integrating resources. Remarkable point of integrate

element is that it has the operation attribute. According to
the value of operation attribute, XMF mediator
integrates the Internet information resources. Available
operations are merge, union, and join. The name,
connection, and type attribute in source element
indicates the wrapper name, location, and type of
integrating information resources, respectively, and
UDF(user defined function) for resolving semantic
conflict is registered in function element.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<!DOCTYPE xmr SYSTEM "xmf.dtd">
<xmr>
<registry>
<integrate operation="merge">
<source name="ls1" method=“GET" type="2">
<url>http://foo.com/search.asp?</url>
<query name=“ISBN” />
<query name=“Title” />
<query name=“Author” />
</source>
<source name="ls2" connection=“LOCAL" type="3" />
</integrate>
<dest name="gs" />
<function name="arithmetic" sclass="division.class"
dclass="multiplication.class"
/>
<function name="concatenate" sclass="SpilitString.class" dclass="MergeString.class" />
<function name="convert"
sclass="ToNumber.class"
dclass="ToChar.class" />
</registry>
<maps>
<map dest="gs:/catalog"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/@ISBN" source="ls1:/Books/Book/@ISBN"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/@ISBN" source="ls2:/products/Book/isbn"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/title" source="ls1:/Books/book/title"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/title" source="ls2:/products/Book/@title"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/authors"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/authors/author" source="ls1:/Books/book/Author"
capability="selection"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/authors/author"
source="concatenate(ls2:/products/Book/authors/author/fn,
ls2:/products/Book/authors/author/ln)" />
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/price" source="ls1:/Books/book/Price"
capability="selection"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/price"
source="arithmetic(ls2:/products/Book/price, 1200)" />
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/eval" source="convert(ls1:/Books/Book/eval)" />
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/eval" source="ls2:/products/Book/evaluation" />
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/category" source="ls1:/Books/Book/Category"/
capability="selection"/>
<map dest="gs:/catalog/book/category" source="Computer"/>
</maps>
</xmr>

Figure 6. The XMR Example
The global and local schema is defined in schema
element in schemas element. The name attribute is
correspondence with name attribute in source and dest
element, and the value of ref attribute is the global and
local schema filename.
XMF can analyze both DTD and XML Schema[6] for
schema description of each information resources. And
map elements in mapping rule division are the
relationship between local schema and global schema.
The map element has dest and source attributes. Each

attribute has the value, which consists of global/local
schema
name
and
XPath
like
“gs:/catalog/book/@ISBN”. If the value of source
attribute has the form of function call, it means that the
value of source attribute is the result of UDF, which is
defined in function element. And more, setting the
default value is available like “Computer”.
XMF administrator should understand the whole of
information resources and write out the XMR. Because
XMR is the instance of XML, any one who knows the
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syntax of XML can writes the XMR files easily with a
text editor. In addition to, we support XMF mapper,
which is the XMR generation tool written in Java.
After the construction of XMR, user can use the XMF
using XMF query. XMF support the query language,
which is the subset of XPath. The noble aspect of XMF
query is that mediator and wrapper has the same form of
query language, execution model, and the result format.
So, if there are several mediator and wrappers, user
executes the query using hierarchical XML architecture.
<catalog>
<book ISBN=“1-800-32-31345”>
<title>Database</title>
<authors>
<author>Kangchan Lee</author>
</authors>
<price>15000</price>
<eval>B</eval>
<Category>Computer</Category>
</book>
<book ISBN=“1-800-47-12121”>
<title>XML Bible</title>
<authors>
<author>Bob Roy</author>
</authors>
<price>30000</price>
<eval>A</eval>
<Category>Computer</Category>
</book>
...
</catalog>

Figure 7. The Final Result of Mediator

4. Related Works
Various mediator systems, such as TSIMMIS, IM,
YAT, IDIMS, HERMES, have been implemented for the
integration of heterogeneous sources. The key aspects,
which distinguish XMF from other systems, are that XMF
is easy to implement and that users can have single view
because XMF is only based on XML environment.
TSIMMIS[7] follows the mediator architecture,
allowing us to create a hierarchy of wrappers and
mediators that talk to one another. TSIMMIS components
communicate among themselves using a data model
named OEM(Object Exchange Model), which is an
object-oriented model that uses object labels to represent
both class information and attributes(instance variables)
of object. The query language LOREL for OEM objects
provides partial-match semantics matches the flexible
structure of OEM objects.
And MSL(Mediator
Specification Language) is used to describe mediators and
wrappers at a high level, and these components can be
generated automatically from the MSL specification.

Information Manifold(IM)[8] is a system for browsing
and querying of multiple networked information sources.
IM's representation language enables describing the
semantic content of structured sources in a way that can
be used to answer queries that may involve accessing data
in multiple sources. The architecture of IM is based on a
knowledge base containing a rich domain model that
enables describing properties of the information sources.
In particular, IM's domain model includes the
representation of topics of information sources, as well as
properties having to do with the physical characteristics of
the sources.
IDIMS(INEEL Data Integration Mediation System)[9]
is a mediator system for database integration aimed for
data integration from multiple heterogeneous sources.
ODL of ODMS was extended to provide a highly
dynamic method for domain definitions to IDIMS.
IDIMS supports system scalability using common service
interface, which is shared by both wrapper and mediator.
Also, a newly query representation, QEM (Query
Exchange Model) is suggested in IDIMS for common
query represent method. QEM can present the structured
query and support structural information of data. In order
for mediators and wrappers to exchange data, IDIMS use
OEM (Object Exchange Model) as a common data
representation.
YAT[10] is a mediator system for the specification and
the implementation of data conversions among
heterogeneous data sources. The model of YAT is based
on named trees with ordered and labeled modes. Like
semi-structured data models, it is simple enough to
facilitate the representation of any data and it can easily
map anything into a tree/graph. The YAT conversion
language is declarative, rule-based and features enhanced
pattern matching facilities and powerful restructuring
primitives.
Another system related to ours is MIX[11], which
focus on wrapper-mediator systems which employ XML
as a means for information modeling, as well as
interchange, across heterogeneous information sources.
The wrapper associated with each source exports an XML
view of the information at that source. The mediator is
responsible for selecting, restructuring, and merging
information from autonomous sources and for providing
an integrated XML view of the information
Table 2 summarizes features the mediator systems
mentioned above. The comparison aspects are data model,
query language, the form of result, global schema
definition(source representation), target resources, and
communication protocol among the mediator component.
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Table 2. Comparison of mediator systems
TSIMMIS

IM

YAT

IDIMS

MIX

XMF

Common Data
Model

OEM

Logic

Tree

ODL

XML

XML

Query Language

Lorel

Logic

YATL
(Rule based)

QEM

XMAS

Xpath

Result Format

OEM

Logic Result

Rule Result

OEM

XML

XML

Global schema
definition

MSL

Predicate

Rule

MODL
(Mediator
ODL)

XMAS

XMR
(XML)

Resource

Sybase, file,
WWW

WWW,
other
information
sources

Internet
resources

Oracle,
Foxpro

WWW

Internet
Information
Resources

Protocol

CORBA +
Internet

WWW

WWW

Proprietary

HTTP(GET)

HTTP,JDBC

XMF is the one of the solutions of seamless integration of
Internet information resources.

5. Conclusion
With the recent advances in information technology
such as digital libraries, WWW, data warehouse, and
CALS, structured and unstructured data have been widely
recognized as important information resources. Moreover,
information resources on the Internet are often maintained
in heterogeneous, distributed, and autonomous
information repositories. Thus, the integration of Internet
information resources is one of the significant issues.
In this paper, we propose a new integration framework,
XMF, which provides uniform views over large number
of Internet information resources by using only XML and
Internet. XML provides self-describing modeling method
for capturing semantic of heterogeneous information
resources, and the Internet protocol supports the common
data communication mechanism. The features of XMF
are integrating various kinds of information sources and
its application on the Internet, supporting common data
model and run-time integration of information resources
by using its mediation mechanism and query language. In
consequence, XMF supports common architecture and
query language for integrating the Internet information
resources and user can easily access XMF with uniform
method. Furthermore, XMF can be easily implemented
with current Internet technology and XML-related
software.
We anticipate that flexible, efficient, and generalpurpose heterogeneous and distributed information
resource integration methodology is needed as huge
amount of information is accumulated on the Internet.

The future works include the following research items:
Expending the query processor in order to
support more complex and more colorful user
queries
Refining and verifying the DTD of mediation
language for various application, and improving
the Rule Processor
Devising automatic generation mechanism of
wrappers from rule descriptions
Supporting the full-grown XML query language,
which is being developed by W3C
Extending the various kinds of XMF wrapper,
refining the query processing and result
integrating mechanism.
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